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November 20, 2004

Beloved Surya
David C. Lewis
November 20, 2004 8:20 - 9:00 am
Livingston, Montana
Elohim, come forth! Cosmic Beings from Sirius, descend to Terra this hour!
Beloved, we come on the heels of the tremendous release of the Beloved Elohim of the
Fifth Ray to interject our light into the very atmosphere and into the very core of the planet. For
as you prepare to pray to us in the coming few days, I come to give you certain keys which will
make your vigils and sessions more powerful, more insightful and more pleasing to us.
As I am the charioteer that rides across your skies and I deliver both the judgment and the
solar fires that quicken, I see everything upon earth-the good, the bad and the ugly as you would
say. I release the fire of Sirius that is both impersonal and yet which becomes personal to you
when you accept it, not as a vengeful calling forth down of the wrath of God, but the opportunity
for realignment so that you may serve on a higher level.
Some of you have become so accustomed to seeing yourselves as the instruments of the
judgment of dark souls and of their deeds that you have almost, in your own minds, whitewashed
away your own shortcomings; the chief of which is your paradigm of yourself as an almost
infallible one whose visage is above all others. Well, this consciousness of pride can lead to your
own fall from grace, and some of you have already fallen far below that point wherein you can
truly act on our behalf as focal points for divine justice and mercy to appear.
Yes, some of you have become both judge, jury and executioner, impersonally deciding
to deliver what you feel are our mandates, which are in no way linked to our plan for the
expansion of your activity; but have been created out of the whole cloth of your own human
consciousness, issuing from a reactive and fearful mode of response to the misgivings of some of
your members. I assure you that we have our misgivings about you and your intentions; for to act
as judge requires the perfect vision of Cyclopea and Virginia and the knowledge of the Keeper of
the Scrolls, so that your actions do not themselves become a noose around your own neck or a
millstone tied thereto!
Yes, we admonish certain among the very top leadership of this Church to bend the knee
and confess to us that you shall allow judgment to be the Lord's, the Lord Surya who I am; for
my judgment is just, my judgment is righteous, for I see and know all.
True judgment must be issued from God alone in a spirit of attempting to raise the soul
higher, and not through a point of retaliation for disagreement with one's own paradigm. You
must make efforts to resolve your disputes in the spirit of the original community of believers
and not using those methods that have become all too common in your culture; which, by the
way, are even being dissolved in usage in much of your own society as a whole as being archaic
and which don't work to the highest good in the Aquarian fires that are even now dawning.

Beloved, we warn, for some are making grave karma, and they know whereof we speak.
The time is nigh when a new, more youthful and brighter leadership will be forthcoming that will
set things straight, no matter what it takes and no matter where the chips may fall.
Thus, we admonish you to reserve judgment and allow us to adjudicate all matters; for as
we say, we see and know that which you cannot see because of your limited view of reality
which is based on what you think the messenger would do, rather than what the messenger
would do after consulting us.
The key to your victory is harmony, but not an empty harmony won through dominance
and a denial of the facts and of the need for change at all levels. Why, we ourselves are always
changing and evolving, as the pulsations from the Godhead always engender us to come closer
and closer to those great solar fires that erupted at the point of the creation of the great universal
egg.
I am Surya. As the cycles progress to Sagittarius I ride in my chariot of fire with the great
archer who now prepares to launch his flaming arrows into your hearts, accelerating you unto the
path of God-Victory and then unto another round of the cosmic clock wherein you may get it
right from the start; that apex of God-Power which is your thrust forward for a greater spiral of
victory.
I will ride with you if you ask to come to be by my side. But you must be prepared to
stand with me and to stand the radiance of Surya. May you ride one round with me, for you shall
never be the same. As you view the earth and the heavens you will see anew the glory and the
majesty of God. And from your humble beginnings you will bow to the great God from who all
have their origin. Yes, ride with me. Become humble and return to serve, to serve and to serve
anew.
I shall return on the 22nd to see who will ride with me and learn to hold the reins of
power in humility.

Surya

February 17, 2005

Beloved Surya
David C. Lewis
February 17, 2005 8:20 - 8:41 am
Livingston, Montana
Blessed beings of the infinite fire of God,
I am come, Surya, into the earth this hour for the judgment of the wayward souls whose
time is up. Surely those who would commune with us are many, and yet those who would
attempt to control, monitor and squelch the lightbearers are also many. And you may count
among them now not only those who control the banking systems of the world and the
entertainment industry and the healthcare systems through the pharmaceutical industry, but those
who, through fear of any kind, would limit your ability to worship through direct and personal
communication with us.
We will communicate through whom we may and we may do so instantaneously and
without fanfare when we so choose. And it does not require the outplaying of hours and hours of
decrees to invoke our presence in your midst, but the simple attunement with our hearts through
pure love, undefiled and without the rancor of the lesser self that always demands the
gratification of the ego, beloved.
Thus, did not your own messengers Mark and Mother say that it does not take time, but
attunement to know God? And did not these blessed ones receive our words in the privacy of
their inner chambers and offices and in the tower at La Tourelle at any and all hours of the day or
night when they did prepare themselves through a deep meditation on the God Self, thus
allowing us to come forth into the room and into their temple to speak most personally with
them?
So those who would demand proof of our light and our delivery will receive it! And they
shall know the full power of the light of the Great Central Sun delivered unto you through these,
our anointed messengers, beloved! For the fire of God does descend and all must be ready
receptors if they are to know us, our ongoing works and words and the messages that we will
continue to bring to humanity! For if God will speak, He will speak, regardless of the
machinations of the carnal mind and the justification of those who would justify our voice out of
existence because it would ferret out every last vestige of unreality within them!
So those who do claim that these messengers are tools of psychic imposters will know
whereof we come, for we come from the very altars of God, bringing fire for fire and light for
light! And I dare say that the true psychics in this hour are those who have not delivered the
fullness of the teachings to our people of light but do withhold them due to the psychicism of
fear. Fear is the bane of those who cannot get a grip on reality and therefore they must attempt to
hold you in their grip of undue control. This is true psychic energy, for it is born of the astral
hordes who would deliver you unto their own councils for the control of your light, the
crucifixion of your light and the dissolution of your very souls.

So I come to free those in the earth who have been controlled by a false religion of
superstition that would keep the elect from even hearing our words-words of love, words of
wisdom and words this day of divine power from the Central Sun! We will deliver our fire, and
if those in the leadership of the church would attempt to control you through blackmail and fear,
then we will deliver our message freely over the internet and you will not need to all come
physically to our events, but you may hear our messages privately in the sanctity of your own
homes where you are free from this intimidation, which is truly from hell itself! Yes, I say
intimidation and the slavery that they would impose comes from the bowels of hell and is NOT
of us or of any ascended master movement!
Those of you who care not for your persons or what these leaders may think should still
come and sit in our presence, for we will be there and we will release the fire of God that none
can deny! And even those who will come to spy out our liberty will receive the fire and be tried
in that fire to determine if they will bend the knee unto the Christ of their own being or if they
would still run in the way of the unbelievers, beloved!
So, I have released my message. I do charge the auras of our messengers and of those
who have been receptive to this new dispensation with the fire from my heart and you will feel a
certain strengthening of your beings and of your resolve to continue this path of oneness with us,
truly a path of divine love born from the very core of the magnanimous heart of Lanello and the
diamond shining mind and heart of Morya El.
I seal you in blue fire this day! I Am Surya of the Sun. Look up and see me in the sky this
day, beloved, for I will circle the earth in my chariot of fire and you will feel the intense
pulsations of my heart and being and know that I have come!
PURUSHA! PURUSHA! PURUSHA!
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Beloved Surya
David C. Lewis
February 28, 2005 8:32 - 8:58 am
Livingston, Montana
Children of the Sun,
I descend to earth from the Central Sun of Sirius this day to seal those who have
dedicated themselves to a holy cause-that of being sun centers in the earth. My chela, Cuzco, has
come and anchored a great light on my behalf, and so I come now to distill the very radiation of
the causal emanations of God into those vibrations which you can bear for the raising of earth in
this hour.
Beloved ones, we do come again and again to radiate our light, for the process of raising
earth is not a one-time event. It is necessary that we make contact with our own regularly to
inculcate within your own hearts-the sun centers of your beings-a greater awareness of divine
love. So, your messengers have learned to bear more light and then again bear more light in
order to maintain that tie to us that is required for continuous and ongoing communication and
revelation. And so we would now also initiate many of you who have witnessed the dawning of
this new movement to also partake in this ongoing initiation of the earth in greater light.
Whereof will a Golden Age dawn but through you? So look up into the heavens and
behold the sun of God-the central sun of your being, the sun of your solar system and now the
sun of Surya. For when you can bear the fullness of the light of any of these three representations
of the God of very Gods in your being, then you become a golden age chalice for us to use. We
need thousands of these pure chalices into which we may pour our light-spread across the globeso that cataclysm may not ensue to the detriment of the mankind of earth. So, one of your chelas
did build a glorious representation of these electrodes of fire spread equidistantly across the earth
as radiating centers of light to hold the balance for coming planetary change.* Use this image in
your meditations and see yourself in one or more of these positions as foci of light, for as Cuzco
did say, this is your purpose and your very reason for being in embodiment, beloved.
Meditate on the centrosome of life. Iridescent being-ness is encapsulated in the space
around the core of each cell of life. And so, if you would be the lively ones, move with the light,
enter the light and allow that light to fill your entire being moment by moment and within the
nerve-centers of consciousness at all levels.
Study the movement of energy across the nervous system of your beings, for you will
discover the science of light that God does use in all universes, both macrocosmic and
microcosmic. And the flashing forth of that light as inspiration and enlivening is a process
whereby God does revivify the entire warp and woof of the creation itself. If you would be a
greater participant in life, know light as we know light and then you will allow it to flow
unceasingly through you, beloved.

I, Surya, establish permanent foci of light in the earth in various places that will remain
unknown except by a few initiates of mine. Some of you will become more sensitive as you
approach these foci and feel the impact of the light there. Others may only know a gradual, slow
raising of the light, filtered through the screen of Christic and Buddhic mind-awareness. All is
well. All is well. All is well, beloved.
Behold love as the light within that does employ God in you! Behold love as the serenity
that allows space to be filled with God's impregnating fire! Behold love as the very womb of life
that receives universal consciousness for the transformation of substance into energy and energy
into substance in the tai chi of the dance of God.
I am Surya and I complete my coming with the blessing of your hearts and with the
pricking of the center of love within you so that that love may flow ceaselessly to all whom you
have vowed to raise through the waters of life that you now bear. Drink in love this day and
know me as the Sun Presence of God's being within.

* A chela created a model of the earth as a globe with 144 points of light radiating from within it,
all placed in a geometric setting at points equi-distant to each other. It is a magnificent focus and
thoughtform to use in visualizing the earth as a sun-center of light.

Michael

September 04, 2005

Archangel Michael
David C. Lewis
September 4, 2005 1:44 - 1:49 pm MDT
Livingston, Montana
Beloved ones, I stand now in your midst to declare to you the need for calls to me for the
binding of certain key individuals and cells within the United States, within Europe and in the
Far East who would attack certain key places. Pray for the binding of forces [of darkness] in and
around New York City that would oppose that great city. Pray for the binding of forces [of
darkness] in and around France, Italy, and Germany. Pray for the binding of forces [of darkness]
in and around Burma (Myanmar), Indonesia, and Hong Kong. Surya comes now with Cuzco.

Beloved Surya and Cuzco
I anchor light within the very depths of the earth for the sustaining of the balance of the
earth through my Chela, Cuzco. I am Surya. And the light of the white fire/blue fire sun does
now surround the earth in this hour. I draw a ring a fire around the places mentioned by beloved
Archangel Michael. We send reinforcement legions from out the God Star to work with the hosts
of Archangel Michael for the binding of these fallen ones who would create havoc in these areas.
We also call now for the encircling of the African continent for the binding of the forces of
voodoo and witchcraft and black magic and juju that would create new cycles and vortices that
could manifest as hurricane that would also inundate the southeastern United States and create
greater havoc within your nation and its economy. We call for the binding of these forces now
and we ask you to visualize the reversing of the tide of this energy back to its source. Let this
message go forth now to your Hearts Centers, through the communication stream and on your
website at your earliest convenience and have this message played and heartstreamed out by
tomorrow evening 6:00 PM.
I thank you and accept it done by the power of Alpha and Omega in the earth this hour. Be
sealed, O earth, in cosmic fire from the heart of Surya in this hour.

Surya

November 27, 2005

Beloved Surya
David Christopher Lewis
November 27, 2005 [14 minutes]
Wellspring Retreat
Paradise Valley, Montana
God-Government Is Needed upon Earth
When You See Injustice Call Forth the Mighty Blue Eagle
The Light of Sirius Is a Key to the Victory of Earth

We clear the way for you this day to become the fullness of your God-identity! We are
Surya and Cuzco from the God Star. And from the Earth we anchor a presence of cosmic bluefire/white-fire light within your auras for your strengthening and for the acceleration of your
chelaship under not only El Morya but every Son of God.
Beloved ones, the light of Sirius come to Earth is a key to the victory of Earth. Therefore
when you invoke our legions in the Mighty Blue Eagle formation, there does descend to Earth a
certain action of light whereby governments and peoples must come into alignment with the will
of God. Therefore when you see injustice upon Earth in your own government or in the nations,
you must call forth the Mighty Blue Eagle, which will descend with lightning speed to right all
wrongs and to provide the platform upon which better decisions are made at all levels.
Therefore I assign all of you who will be journeying to the fire ring in a few short weeks¹
to give your calls to us daily during your travels for the acceleration of God-government in China
[and] in every nation beset by the burdens of the misuse of the mind and the being of God
through the hearts and minds of man.
God-government is [required] upon Earth at every level. And when you see peoples
rallying for their own freedom in nations where that freedom has been stymied and stifled
because of those dictators who have never left off of their denial of God’s Presence within them
and within the Earth, you must call forth the light for the protection of these movements so that
those who have within their hearts the keys to the unlocking of the freedom flame for vast
quantities of peoples and nations may be sealed in white-fire/blue-fire light. This is important
especially now in the Middle East, where again elections will be occurring. For the forces of
darkness have sought to target relatives and those whom they can who have stood for freedom as
representatives of the people in Iraq and other nations.
So we honor the spokesperson of the Great White Brotherhood in Jordan, Queen Noor, as
one of a long line of representatives of the Divine Mother who speak forthrightly for us in this
world of form. Listen with intention to the heart of this representative of the Mother, who
through her purity of heart does hold the balance for many in that region. Would that many of

her stature and caliber would come forth as spokespersons for truth and the way of freedom and
the delivery of the people from the terrorist ways, beloved hearts.
Take the opportunity and the dispensation given unto you to proclaim victory at all levels
in this cycle of Sagittarius. Claim the victory of freedom in every nation. Claim the victory of
Earth, free from the terrorist stain, those demigods who have taken up the employ of fallen
Atlanteans and those from other systems of planets who have come to Earth simply to destroy, to
destroy, to destroy.
Therefore the key is to employ us, beloved ones. Therefore give our call, even thrice
daily, and we will come with thousands and tens of thousands of legions into those specific areas
of the globe that Cuzco will point toward as those that [require] the energy of the Great Central
Sun for the holding of the balance of the Earth.
I ride in my chariot of fire across the sky, and I deliver blue lightning bolts of fire here
and there across the continents and the nations. And you may take this visualization as you give
this decree, casting bolts of fire to the right and to the left, descending as fiery blue meteorites
showering down upon the Earth that cosmic light substance which will cause an instantaneous
precipitation in the minds and beings and worlds of mankind of Cosmic Christ illumination and
God-direction in all of their affairs.
So, beloved hearts of fire, you must use every tool that you have in your bag of cosmic
tricks as magi of the sacred fire. Yes, become not only a sage but a magus for the Lord, wielding
cosmic secret-ray energy for the delivery of this Earth and her peoples from the denizens of
darkness who have misused those secret rays with the splitting of the atom and the perversion of
that God-energy that must only be used and wielded by those who have the balanced action of
the threefold flame and the knowledge of cosmic law such that they do not misuse that power.
You are gaining in the wisdom and knowledge of the use of cosmic energies, and
therefore I give you a warning to be careful that all that flows through you is truly [of] purity,
whole[ness]and leads toward the goal of your God-design. Therefore seal yourself and your
chakras and your aura each day at the end of your sessions, beloved ones, so that not one ounce
of energy that you have invoked may be spilled upon the ground through an unkind word or a
moment of off-guardedness in your deliberations, your speech and your work. So invoke me and
see me sealing you in this cosmic fire as you rise higher each day in your godly intent to do the
will of God in all things, beloved ones.
I am Surya, and Cuzco has come to provide the platform once again for my coming. I
am grateful to my chela, whom many of you must get to know a little better through studying the
science of your God Self and the flow of cosmic energy through the heart and nexus of your God
Reality now. I seal you in the white-fire/blue-fire sun of Surya and Cuzco this day.
1. Devotees made a pilgrimage to Japan and Taiwan in December, 2005 to anchor light through their prayers,
decrees, meditations and songs on behalf of the evolutions in China and the entire Pacific fire ring and to help
stabilize the earth throughout the region to mitigate potentially destructive earth changes.

Surya

December 21, 2005

Beloved Surya
David C. Lewis
December 21, 2005 5:34-5:40 pm local time
Honolulu, Hawaii

I Seal You in the Signet of the God Star
Unlock the Memory of Your Godhood and Fly to the Sun with Me!

I am Surya, and I come on the heels of my chela to also lend my momentum of fire to
you. When you gaze upon the sun, seeing the Sun behind the sun in your visualization, I am
there for you.
The God Star is a serene, yet powerful, focus for the Great White Brotherhood. Some of
you have traveled there in your finer bodies and absorbed certain energies of the solar light that
you have brought back to the domain of your life, which has truly made the difference for you on
your path homeward.
So, beloved ones, I invite you this evening to travel on a highway of light to Sirius and to
bask for one-half hour of your time in the solar fires of my home star. The empowerment that
you will receive, squaring the circle, anchoring the light of this magnificent sun will propel you
in your ongoing mission to serve and to save sentient life.
Study the mythology of those who understand Sirius. And though not all have it right, in
their communion regarding all that has transpired in the coming, spiritually, of lifewaves from
this system to Earth, there is [yet] an inner understanding and race memory of masterful beings,
such as Cuzco, who have come to lend their great momentum of fire to stabilize your planet.
Though we are serious about this rescue mission, the joy of our love of the light, of
basking in the light of the sun does set the seal and create that purpose for our work that does
raise, that does heal and secure for many the ability to maintain the evolutionary process upon
Earth. For had certain lifestreams not come at the behest of Sanat Kumara, your oceans would
not be quite so blue and your skies so beautiful, beloved ones.
I seal you in the signet of the God Star. Take this key, unlock the memory of your
Godhood and fly to the sun with me!

Surya

February 23, 2006

Beloved Surya
David C. Lewis
February 23, 2006 7:15 - 7:30 am MST
Wellspring Retreat
Emigrant, Montana

I indeed ride across the sky in my chariot of fire. And as you have been giving your
rosary this morning, blessed Omraam, Vajrasattva, Cuzco, Lanello and Manjushri have also been
riding in chariots of fire. And we have been hurling bolts of blue-white fire lightning into the
Earth, blessed ones. So we do come when called upon on our day[s] each month* and you should
see us and you should see yourselves riding with us on these two days each month,* for we
would deliver to Earth cosmic quotients of starry fire substance for the raising of Earth into the
golden age.
Blessed ones, we rely upon those who keep the flame daily for the sustaining of the
holding of the balance in Earth. So we work day by day in the retreat of beloved Cuzco to
formulate exactly what is needed for Earth's evolutions based on the invocation of the sacred fire
that all lightbearers send forth through their prayers, invocations, and meditations. Thus, those of
you who understand the cosmic principles of the descent of light [from our hearts] and the ascent
of light from your hearts, are key to the development of all plans proceeding from the heart of
God and the Karmic Board and the Darjeeling Council and other Councils of the Great White
Brotherhood to bring forth into manifestation the plans day by day that we would manifest
within the governments, the economies and all the systems within the world body politic.
Beloved hearts, many of you have decried what is going on in your government and we
have heard those cries. And we come this day to lend our momentum of fire for the victory of
freedom at all levels. We have seen the great conflagration of sacred fire in the third eye chakra
of this nation [during your weekend past in New York] as you have come together, and many
new heart friends have been contacted. And those who have streamed forth at inner levels to see
the glory and the wonder of the descent of light from our realms through the dictations and
through the invocations of sacred fire are renewed in spirit and soul at inner levels. Many are
coming, blessed hearts, and you have sustained a certain action of light that has won time now
for that Great City [New York] and for the establishing of the vision for a golden age.
Blessed hearts, this is important work! And when those [of you] who have sacrificed your
abundance to make the trek to the major chakras of this nation do come together and lend your
momentum and support (as well as those of you who lend it-not being able to come physically
but-though the internet), we take the action of the light that is invoked and use it for those
specific purposes that are needed at all levels within the [atmosphere] of Earth and her
evolutions.
Thus, you have bought time. You have bought for America a certain surcease from the
burden of the crumbling of this economy. And therefore, those of the Great Karmic Board and
those within the Darjeeling Council now applaud the work of the light bearers within the Hearts
Center. (Surya and those present applaud.)
Therefore we say, keep on keeping on! Sustain the action of the invocation of light! And
[heart friends within] those Hearts Centers that are forming should blend their voices as they are

able to through the cascading vigils that Lanello has called forth, such that we can create such a
momentum through the giving of Astreas here and the calls to me [there] and Hercules and El
Morya and all the blue ray masters, that Earth shall be covered in blue-fire/white-fire substance
and light to sustain the protection of the culture that Saint Germain and the manus and the Great
Divine Director desire to establish upon Earth.
You see, when you invoke the blue-fire action of the blue-fire/white-fire sun, Earth is
enveloped in a cosmic radiance such that then the action of the seventh ray may more easily be
poured forth into the evolutions of light and in[to] the economies and the governments of South
America as well as all cultures. You see, it takes a platform and a chalice, a strong chalice, into
which Saint Germain and the Great Divine Director may issue forth their own [energies and]
words of wisdom and understanding.
We, Surya and Cuzco, and all the blue-ray masters provide that platform this day. And
we vow that if our chelas, if our heart friends desire to continue to give the calls to us [that] we
will more speedily prepare that platform through which the light may flow and all that you desire
of a golden age culture may descend into manifestation.
Blessed hearts, we are gratified. You are gratified. And together with "gratitude in action"
(which is truly that which is emigrating into manifestation not only within America but within all
nations) [we] shall manifest the ultimate victory of planet Earth, do you see? Therefore, yes, be
grateful day by day for all that you receive and your abundance will naturally flow and grow and
sustain you and sustain the plan of the [Great White] Brotherhood.
Blessed hearts, we now sing a song of hope for a planet. And so I have brought to Earth
this day twenty-three thousand legions from the God Star [Sirius] with trumpets. And there is
fanfare in the heaven world, and principalities and angels and dominions encircle the Earth now
praising God for the Word made flesh. So you hear now at inner levels the song of the angels and
of all legions of light. Listen! Be renewed! Be strengthened in hope! Hope is the key in this hour
for the youth, for the Earth, for the eradication of war, [and for] the raising of the sacred fire first
within each heart and soul and spirit and then as an effulgence that continues to grow and engulf
more of Earth and her evolutions [and that] may be sustained such that we may have the victory!
I, Surya, now place my presence over the blessed daughter [Carla] for whom you have
prayed and will continue to do so this day. Blessed Jack [Baughman], ascended, does stand with
her in support of not only her perfect healing but of her victory in this life. Lanello also is present
with her and may remain for twenty-four hours after the surgery, pouring forth his [healing] love
for her service to life, not only in this, but in previous incarnations. This is the love that we hold
for each of you, blessed hearts. And when you pray, heaven does answer most personally for
you, each one.
We now rise into upper levels of the atmosphere of Earth. Our work will continue for this
twenty-four hour cycle as we cleanse the Earth through the action of the blue-fire/ white-fire
light that we will continue to deliver to certain areas both in the landed surfaces of Earth and
even into the oceans and deep into the earth itself. You can see this action and throughout this
day and every twenty-second and twenty-third of the month you can say with us:
Surya, Cuzco, hurl your blue-fire/white-fire spheres into the Earth for the salvation of
Earth this day! Surya, Cuzco, send forth your blue-fire/white-fire sun into the earth for the
salvation of all light bearers this day! We decree it so! It is manifest! It is done! In the name of
God, Amen.

So, blessed hearts, use this fiat liberally and you will begin to see a new glow around the
Earth-month by month, year by year-until even Mighty Victory himself will stand to deliver
thousands among mankind who heretofore have been asleep, but who will see at inner levels
what is happening and desire to be a part of your victory, our victory in the light.
I am Surya. Surrender this day to cosmic victory within you. Amen.

* Surya places his electronic presence in and around the earth on the 22nd and 23rd of each month in answer to the
calls of lightbearers who invoke the light of Sirius by the giving of invocations to the sacred fire, especially prayer #
10.006 "Surya, Cuzco, Clear the Way" in The Hearts Center Prayers, Decrees and Mantras book. After the giving of
the Golden Buddha Rosary, the messenger led heart friends in the giving of a fiery round of this prayer before
Surya's dictation.

Surya

April 07, 2006

Beloved Surya
David C. Lewis
April 7, 2006 9:30-9:45 pm PST
Building a Solar Civilization in the Age of Aquarius
Tucson, Arizona

We Come to Remind You of Who You Are in God's Eye

It is a day of love indeed. And I am here to anchor the presence of the God Star upon
Earth for the delivery to this system of worlds the light of Sirius in this hour. Beloved hearts,
when the light from the God Star does descend to Earth, all is quickened in the blue-fire, whitefire sun of our presence. And so we have ridden across the skies in our chariot of fire and you
have felt welling up within you in recent days a certain action of the light whereby the
transcendence that may be for you a present reality in your world, has come.
Therefore we deliver to mankind opportunity to dwell within the greater parameters of
the Godhead within the domain of the flesh. And many among mankind, having been chastened
of late, are receiving at inner levels a greater impetus of fire whereby they must rise higher to
greet the dawn of everlasting life that now graces this Earth through the presence of many
ascended masters who desire to raise you, beloved hearts. It is time for mankind to understand
the necessity to dwell not only within the great God Self within their hearts and beings, but to
allow the transcendent fires and the starry substance from our realm to penetrate the very atoms
and molecules of their being as re-enforcement from Above, so below [of] their victory in this
world.
Many of you are aware of the upcoming pilgrimage to Luxor in October. This will be an
opportunity for a great influx of fire into the arena of not only the Middle East but unto the West
through the hearts of students of light who will be in attendance. Beloved ones, you have seen
how the pyramid at Giza does point to the belt of Orion. And therefore those who planned and
were the architects for the building of these orifices of fire in the earth and the Mother chakra of
this planet were aware of cosmic forces and stellar worlds well beyond your current
understanding and that of [your] scientists. For they did deliver in form and concept the initiatic
process whereby the soul may ascend to the heart of the God Star in consciousness.
And so the mysteries of the priesthood at that time taught by the hierophant of the
ascension temple at Luxor was such that those who could be trained to leave their bodies and fly
in consciousness to the very God Star itself were able to receive the impartation of these
fires from our home star and bring them into the dimension of your world for self-transcendence.
This was the true priesthood which later was corrupted by those dark forces who sought only to
destroy what had been builded by the adepts of the Great White Brotherhood in the flesh.
And so you have seen a decline in the Middle East in recent decades and years of the true

light of understanding of the inner mysteries. And therefore there has been the creation of a
vortex of darkness whereby terrorism and the ways of the false ones has held sway in that area
now. And you see the warring within the nations and within the peoples and within even the
elements of those cultures within nations that has brought to bear great darkness, death and hell
come to earth. This must stop! And it may only stop when those of the sons and daughters of God
have risen in consciousness, mastering the base chakra and the rising of the Mother Light within
them to pour forth into the world of form greater radiance from their own God Source and from
higher octaves as a counterbalance to this darkness.
Therefore beloved ones, we admonish you to learn the science of the spoken word, which
some of you have just begun to understand this evening as a dynamic science whereby you can
enter into the delivery to this Earth of cosmic energies using the nexus of your heart and your
chakras for the anchoring within the Earth body itself of these cosmic fires from other systems of
worlds.
For when you call to us, we answer; and we answer in the full regalia and power of our
causal bodies whereby the transcendence of many ascended masters and angelic beings may
come to Earth. And there may be in the twinkling of an eye¹ the changing of the very
consciousness of the people and this planet if they would accept fully who we are as Gods within
this domain in which you dwell.
It is our opportunity to remind you, beloved hearts, of your own native estate, truly as
sons and daughters of God in your own right. This is why we come, not to lord it over you, as
you would say, but to truly remind you of who you are in God's eye. When mankind can hold the
vision that each one, a brother and a sister, are truly noble sons and daughters of God, then all
may come to the understanding of the blessings that are resident within their own heart and mind
and soul and rise to the occasion to greet their own Sun Presence and make that light manifest
physically, tangibly in [their] daily affairs.
Mankind has forgotten, and the great scourge upon this society is that people simply act
as monkeys and not as the true divine beings that they are. And therefore they go about life in an
unconscious state, whereas we would make them conscious again. Therefore, call to us. Call to
your sponsoring masters, those with whom you personally resonate and know in a most heartfelt
manner that can work a work of light for you within your world, beloved hearts. And if you so
choose to add to your momentum of prayer and meditation the call to the God Star, then you will
see within the Earth body itself changes in the governments of the peoples. You will see the blue
lightning that we bear stabilizing the earth in certain areas, even allowing the softening of earth
changes that are coming whereby many will have the opportunity to make changes within their
worlds before major cataclysms will occur.
This is why you have come to Earth and are living at this point in time and space, beloved
ones. You chose to be here now, to see the Earth through the changes that are coming! And
therefore you have come to the understanding of how you are becoming change agents for God.
Yes, you are catalysts for the fire to descend into the earth for the leavening of the whole lump of
mankind's consciousness!

And it may come, and it can come when you individually choose to be the one! Master
Morya has given you a prayer, "I Am the One."² And some of you have found a newfound hope
for your own mission in realizing how once again you can come into the understanding of how
one, one with God, is the majority whereby the light can manifest through you in a most
powerful action. And therefore every decision that you make, every turn you take in life, every
good thought that you project out into the world through your words and deeds and meditations
can win a soul here and there back to the heart of God.
It is up to you each one to determine how much light you can carry within your auras,
your chakras, your beings, beloved ones. And hour by hour as you are able to bear more of the
light of Sirius, as serious students of the light, you can truly manifest God consciousness as
active participants with ascended beings in the great panoply of light, the great play in which
each of you is acting with Saint Germain on the stage as a noble one.
Beloved ones, isn't this opportunity to be God beings in the Earth what you came here to
do? Then be about the Father's business;³ be about the Mother's business in bringing back to the
remembrance of mankind their origin in the heart of the God Star and how, through the
acceptance of the reality of your own God Presence, you may merge with the light of eternal
glory once again.
We are here! We convoke this weekend to bring a solar civilization once again to this
planet! It shall manifest if you choose to allow it, beloved hearts! Will you choose to be for us
the solar citizens for planet Earth in this hour? [Audience responds, "Yes!"] We thank you and
we send you on your way on beams of light to your resting places this night. And if you choose
to ride in my chariot of fire back to the God Star, I will take you and you may be heated up a
little bit on the trip. But when we arrive in our palace of light upon our home star you will feel
truly the warmth of the hearts, many of whom you have known who are calling for their friends
to return soon.
I thank you. And I bid you good evening, good night and a swift flight back home with
me.

1. 1 Corinthians 15:52
2. Prayer 10.010 "I Am the One!" in the Hearts Center's Prayers, Decrees, and Mantras book.
3. Luke 2:49
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Sealing of the Session

I, Surya, seal your being in the Sun of your Presence, our Presence. Take note, and
remain within this Sun.
[Master chants:] SOL
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The Science of Cosmic Worlds

I Come to Perfuse Harmony throughout Your Beings that You May Be My Aidesde-Camp toward Greater Harmony and Stability of the Earth

Take to Heart the Teachings of the Master to Be Peace at All Costs

Servitors of Fire,
I would bring you deep within the Earth to understand the science of cosmic worlds and
the crystal technology at the core of every planetary home.
You have heard of the crystal and the mist. And your science tells you that long, long ago
the sun of this system was a compilation of gases that formed a magnetic core, drawing forth
substance around it, and that eventually the various planets of this system were formed in their
orbits around the sun. Though there has been much conjecturing about this science in the minds
of mankind, there is much more to the story, blessed ones, than the minds of man can
comprehend. And though we would not reveal all this day, suffice it to be said that at the core of
every planet is a sun of even pressure that harmonizes and stabilizes each world such that it may
exist and fulfill its mission as a child of the sun.
And within each planetary home, as a living being, there is much in the way of crystalline
structure, as you have seen recently in the presentation on crystal technology. If you truly knew
all, you would see how the Earth, as a living being, vibrates in a great cosmic grid and matrix of
light and how all of the elements in [that] crystalline structure interact with each other to form
your planetary home [in such a way that] sustains life.
Each planet is different: the weight and composition, the geomagnetic core of each one,
its specific orbit and the interplay of various moons and satellites around it. Each one is, in
addition to a child, the Father-Mother of many evolutions who live and move and have their
being upon and within it. And that Father-Mother Presence [manifesting] as the sponsoring

ascended master beings are the proponents and the adherents of life within that sphere.
There is much to the mystery of Earth that many have sought over the ages. And various
civilizations have come and gone, have risen to great cosmic heights and then have descended,
often in ignominy, and sunk beneath the waves of the planet itself. The records of each
civilization are kept in the retreats of the Universal Great White Brotherhood and you can read
the record, and much of this has been transferred to you in various esoteric texts that many of
you have read.
The scientific harmonization of life at all levels through spiritual fire is one that we
engage in in our retreat and one that those who understand the various sciences may also begin to
comprehend. It is, blessed ones, like a giant laboratory of the Spirit where we monitor the karmic
load upon the various continents and within the nations and cities of the Earth, the records of
various cultures beneath the Earth, the very structure of the Earth itself, where the tectonic plates
rub up one against another, where the magma flows and where the hotspots are across the
planetary orb.
There is an infusion of light through our beings into these various hotspots on a regular
basis. And great cosmic masters, Elohimic in their understanding and attainment, often lend the
momentum of their light bodies to stabilize the Earth in various levels of being, from the
physical to the etheric and even beyond. Even the science of the Earth itself within its core and
the evolutions comprising lifestreams that live within the center of the Earth are a mystery to
mankind on the surface. And yet it is true that great Solar beings are there to harmonize and
balance the Earth itself such that it does not fly off its course or the karma of those living on the
surface [does not] endanger the evolution of the entire planet and all of its inhabitants.
I take you now within the Earth to see the veritable paradise that inhabits the inner world
of your sphere. And in this sacred journey you can see the crystal technologies that are used by
highly evolved spirits, many of whom do not live quite in the physical sense that you know on
the surface, but live and move and inhabit a number of dimensions, blessed ones. For their
beings are such that they are more spiritlike and are able to transcend dimensions as easily as you
walk from here to there.
Some of these come to the surface at times to take note of what is occurring, although
they can also see within the spiritual laboratories and schoolrooms within their great universities
of the Spirit what is occurring on the surface [by means of] a certain process of refraction of light
rays and by leave of the great masters of wisdom who also have their technologies that show
what is occurring on your sphere. This they observe, often with great debate as to how they may
influence the outer surface of the Earth and its inhabitants to come into a greater harmony,
stability and peace. But alas, mankind does not listen to the inner voice of reason and often there
is a continuation of great destruction, violence, the spilling of blood and the dissolution of subtle
energies that should be manifesting around the surface of the Earth to secure this planet in the
light.
Therefore the inhabitants within the Earth often work with great cosmic masters who
understand the higher sciences of light to effuse their beingness through the Earth itself,

regulating much through a certain transcendent divine relationship with elemental beings. And
the very work of the fiery salamanders is often deep within the surface of the Earth and not only
on its periphery, blessed hearts. For they are ones who work to transmute much that has
descended into the Earth from the decay of that which occurs on the surface through the
unconsciousness of mankind, often [through] the great polluting elements that are cast out into
the oceans and that find their ways into the giant dumping grounds near your large cities and
their inhabitants.
Truly the technologies of mankind in this hour are backwards compared to the great
golden-crystal ages of the past, when light-energies were secured directly from the atmosphere
and from the sun. And it is time, blessed ones, that mankind return to the higher sciences and
understandings. But first there must be a greater development of the heart, a greater spiritual
foundation laid through the principles and precepts of the Brotherhood [that have been]
conveyed, even within the school systems, even from the earliest ages of your youth.
How will this occur? you ask. Well, it must be perfused through every avenue of light,
through every possible distribution system. And therefore we have given you a few keys during
this conference of the higher technologies of the Spirit that you can use, even the science of the
spoken word, which some of you are in your infancy in understanding and applying. There is
much more that you can learn in the way of harmonization of light through the crystals of your
chakras, through the toning and intoning of light and sound. And thus we are continuing to
deliver through the messenger and others inspired among you these disciplines of the Spirit,
which will move forward the evolutionary course of mankind, not only through this dispensation
but others of which some of you are becoming aware.
Dearest ones, harmony within your being is such a key that we cannot overstress how
important it is for you to see to it that not one misqualification of a word, an image, a sound or a
thought or feeling occur[s] within your world. For these are felt, magnified many, many times by
the divine creatures who exist within the Earth, whose sensitivity of soul is so great that they, as
great sentient beings, feel the slightest movement within and around the surface of the Earth
itself.
Consider the Buddha of the Ruby Ray in his sacred meditation within the center of the
Earth and how through his focus on the ray of integration there is a certain holding of the balance
for you all. In silence and in holiness the balance is held by the great Buddhas of the Spirit. And
if there is one thing that we, the scientists of Viti Levu and other sacred and secret retreats of the
Brotherhood within and around the Earth and its atmosphere, could deliver unto you, blessed
ones, it is this: that you take to heart the teachings of the Master to be peace at all costs, that
stillness through that peace-commanding presence be at the core of your life and that you utilize
your chakras as sacred emanating points of light to secure this peace in greater and greater
regions around the Earth such that the higher truths may be known, the balance held and the
stability necessary for a golden-crystal age [brought] forth.
The true scientists of the New Age are those who understand the higher spiritual sciences
and not just the mundane applications that you see in industry and technology. Truly, the great
Solar Buddhas are those who have discerned with great sensitivity cosmic vibrations, the

workings of the various rays, the interactivity of all sciences, and they have, through a holy
application of the science within their hearts, come to terms with all and discerned just how to be
those resonating points for cosmic harmony for a planet and her people.
As you breathe the rarified air within the center of the Earth, receive now a direct
infusion of a certain aspect of this inner science, [which] may be known in the deepest recesses
of your soul at the behest of your Holy Christ/Buddha Self, who is your inner teacher. As you
meditate and travel in your finer body to the outer retreats in the heaven world, [also] consider
traveling from this day forward, blessed ones, to certain inner retreats where you will receive
greater instruction on this topic of which I speak this day to know from our hearts keys that will
key you into your own divine plan vis-à-vis elemental life, the Earth body and the great solar
worlds.
Even your Master Omraam was able to fly to various and several worlds outside of this
planetary home [and] also to descend deep within the Earth to understand the very nature of the
hollow Earth, of the inhabitants within and of their spiritual advancement and the technologies
that they used, and [he] spoke of this to his disciples. And even the story of Jesus’ descent into
hell has its corollary, blessed ones: he was not only descending into the astral plane but deep
within the Earth itself to see the progress of planetary evolutions within the Earth and what he
could do as the Son of God to augment their work on the surface.
The mysteries of life and the movement of the sons and daughters of God in many
dimensional planes of being is truly quite a story, which if told would fill volumes and even be,
in a certain sense, quite the spiritual science fiction that some of you have imagined or have read
yourselves.
So I come this day to perfuse a certain level of harmony throughout your beings such that
you may be my aides-de-camp in this year toward greater harmony and stability of the Earth.
Breathe deeply and walk the Earth as truly the divine sentient beings that you are, sensing the
needs of the Earth itself, praying with a deep heart-centeredness for all evolutions, listening with
a new grace and understanding of the complexities of life and moving forward to secure this
planet in the New Blue frequencies that are required for the great shift that is occurring, even in
this hour.
Dearest ones, the light of Surya is supreme. As you call forth the light of the Sun behind
the sun and see the great blue-fire/white-fire orb superimposed over the Earth, there may be,
through your call and through your visualization, this harmonization of which I have spoken in a
new way that will lend itself toward the ultimate freedom and ascension of this planet.
I thank you for your attention, for your great crystalline hearts of fire, for the balance that
you have thus far held for this Earth and for the great light that each of you may continue to bear
on behalf of all.
I am Surya, and with me is Cuzco. And together we sing the song of the sun, which
continues day and night for the victory of all souls abiding here. I thank you.
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I Am Come to Infill the Earth with a New Solar Radiance
Study and Assimilate the Teachings of the Solar Masters
and Receive Aspects of Our Solar Consciousness

Surya and Cuzco Send Their Ray into the Gulf of Mexico Oil Spill

May the light of your own God Presence shine brightly upon and within you this day!
I am Surya! And I am come to infill the Earth with a new Solar radiance from the Sun of
my Presence. Yet I use you, blessed ones, to be those receptors of light to fulfill the mandate of
heaven whereby a new Solar agency is created [so that] the evolutions of this planet understand
their nature as Solar beings and how, before a golden-crystal age fully manifests, every man,
woman and child must know that connection with the sun and all that can be and must be
fulfilled within them [of] their Solar light.
I have traversed in these two days the atmosphere of Earth, receiving unto myself the
emanations of the evolutions evolving upon and within the Earth, feeling the impulses of their
desires, their heartstreams, their thoughts and the soul feelings that emanate from the unknown
regions of their inner being. Cuzco and I process all of these vibrations within our Solar radiance,
even as we distribute to those who understand the nature of life certain higher life-giving
essences that [they] are able to receive within their Higher [Selves].
So there is the dynamic interplay of the giving and receiving within the Tai Chi and the
figure-eight flow of our communion with Earth and the souls of mankind [in their] communion
with the Lord as a new divine reality takes hold upon this planet and an evolutionary leap in
consciousness, in Solar Presence manifests tangibly in the lives of hundreds, thousands and even
millions of souls.
As you study the teachings of the great Solar beings and those who have come to Earth,
such as Omraam Mikhaël Aïvanhov and his guru, Peter Deunov, and you assimilate them by
placing them into practice in your lives, you receive aspects of our own Solar consciousness,

blessed hearts. For we have invested much in these two, who brought an awareness of the
Universal White Brotherhood to the outer waking consciousness of tens of thousands of
lifestreams in Europe and now throughout the world.
Yes, these teachings must be studied, mastered and assimilated by greater numbers of the
evolutions of this Earth. For we have set our seal, our stamp of approval, our Solar authority
upon every word, every emanation, every mindful and heartfelt thought and feeling that these
two lovingly expressed to the many disciples who came to them to receive a greater philosophy
of life that is beyond the confines of organized religion, of doctrine and dogma of the past. Yes,
these two assimilated the very light of the sun in their Solar meditation and received certain
cosmic impulses from both Helios and Vesta and from us such that they could be transmitters of
the higher conscious waves of light to humanity at large.
Therefore study to show yourselves approved unto the divine ones who have invested
much within these words and have imbedded within them eternal truths, [which] it is time that
mankind en masse embrace. For the ways of unconscious living have manifest[ed] upon this
Earth for far too long! And the end of the Kali Yuga and a transition to a new age of holy
thought and blessed beingness is at hand right here and now, O mankind.
So we come to accelerate the fire of the sun within the center of the Earth to burn away,
to clear away, to send away the darkness that mankind has accepted within their own beings and
through human ignorance has continued to express in all manner of abominations and
degradations without respect for the Earth or life upon this sphere, this planet you call Earth.
Yes, mankind, unless you respect the very fabric of life that is all around you, the nature
divine of all that God, through the Elohim, has impressed and expressed within your world, you
will not fully cognize the truth of your own being. Therefore seek God within and love all life
free in all domains and environs and dimensional planes of being. For thereby you will win your
eternal freedom; thereby you will secure in divine light your holy station through manifesting
your purpose to be the Sun where you are.
O holy ones, when Jesus proclaimed himself as a Son of God, he was proclaiming the
divine destiny of every man, woman and child upon this Earth. For he stood to defeat the voices
of darkness that had stripped away awareness of the soul and the spirit of beingness within those
spiritual, or so-called spiritual, traditions of Buddhism, of Judaism that had foisted a murky
cloud of density upon the auric fields of the evolutions of mankind in that hour.
When you claim your Sunship—S-u-n—with us, then we blaze forth the Solar radiance of
our cosmic auric field into your domain and there is an alchemicalization of light within you
whereby you are changed [from] glory unto glory into a new formula of Godhood.1 Yes, your
very DNA is transmuted as you accept the Sun Presence of your Higher Self within your very
life, and you begin to shine and your aura begins to sing and the fragrance of the sunlight of your
Godhood is perfumed throughout the atmosphere of the Earth.
This course that the Master Morya El has taught on the advanced studies of the human
aura should be common understanding amongst the peoples of this Earth, who do not see

because they simply do not desire to see God and God’s manifestation of beauty and light all
around them.
Open your eyes, mankind, to cognize the truth and the reality of life as it is, in truth,
manifesting where you are!
Now we send a ray into the Gulf to augment the work of Purity and Astrea and of all of
you who have been giving of your hearts, your energies through prayer and meditation and
visualization to secure a miracle for the stopping of the effects of this ignominy that has occurred
of late.2 And we say:

Burn through, O sacred fire of Solar radiance now!
Burn through, O sacred fire of Solar radiance now!
Burn through, O sacred fire of Solar radiance now!
Repeat it with me. [Audience repeats the fiat with Surya:]
Burn through, O sacred fire of Solar radiance now! [13x]

We create a ring of fire through this fiat of light—[which] through oneness you have
participated in streaming forth—to recreate the Gulf, [which] has been devastated by this
darkness, into a new Gulf of light.
Yes, you see, blessed ones, that even in the midst of the greatest darkness a new
opportunity for the phoenix of light to rise may occur. So use the phoenix as a thoughtform and a
holy image in your meditation and in your visualization during this crisis. And see out of the
ashes of the old age of darkness a firebird of the sun emerging, signifying a new Solar age of
divine reality that all must claim, that all must know, that all must become a part of through
conscious awareness, holy presence and supernal love of God.
Our mission this day is accomplished. Continue to manifest your own Solar reality daily,
blessed ones, by participating with the ascended masters of the Universal White Brotherhood and
sharing their message far and wide by first becoming that truth through active assimilation and
self-mastery of the Word within you.
I am Surya! I have come on my day! And now, in a chariot of fire, Cuzco and I soar again
around the Earth to hurl Promethean fireballs to the evolutions of this planet. We thank you.
[Note: David said: “The Master said that the word should have been "to hurl Promethean
fireballs.” So for the transcript, that is his desire.]

1. 2 Corinthians 3:18.
2. The master is referring to the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico that resulted from a fire and explosion on April 20, 2010, on board an oil rig
operated by British Petroleum. At the time of this HeartStream, the leak was still in the process of being contained. It was estimated that millions
of gallons of oil leaked into the ocean, endangering wildlife and the fragile ecosystem in the area.
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A Recalibration of the Auric Field of Chile
The Gift of a Blue Fire-White Fire Sun Over the Crown Chakras of Those Physically
Present

Dearest Hearts,
Now that Zadkiel has laid a foundation of light, I, Surya come with Cuzco with me for a
recalibration of the entire flowfield of this continent in sacred fire. Scientists of the spirit from
our retreat over Viti Levu have very accurately designated that which by cosmic law we are able
to adjust through cosmic cycles, through divine energies and by dispensation of grace. And
therefore there is this adjustment of flowfields and energies deep within the Earth, high into the
atmosphere and also within the souls evolving here that is accomplished by many cosmic beings
who have come in answer to our call. And therefore, look up and see the work of the Lord in the
atmosphere of this land, upon every shore, within every city and village and home.
In certain areas, blessed ones, great darkness is now stripped away and consumed in an
instant, in the twinkling of an eye! And that which has assailed the children and youth is
consumed at the etheric and mental levels! And it will be up to you through your ongoing prayers
and calls, decrees, songs and rosaries to bring this dispensation into the emotional and the
physical quadrants. As Zadkiel has said, you must dream big dreams. And therefore, through this
dispensation and the adjustment of cosmic cycles and energies you have the opportunity to ratify
that which we have drawn forth from the Source, from the Great Central Sun, verily from Sirius
itself of that Solar light to reinvest it into the Earth through the anchoring light of the Word
flowing through your mouths, your sacred throat chakras and all of the crystals of selfhood
within.
Dearest ones, it is only once in ten thousand years that we are allowed to come to
recalibrate lands of this magnitude in the Earth through a dispensation given from the Lords of

Karma. And therefore, you should applaud them in this hour for granting this opportunity to us to
come and [anchor] this in your midst, blessed hearts! [Applause] The science of light is infinite,
and there is much more that you will begin to [understand] as you learn the science of the aura
and the science of the adepts that will continue to be conveyed through this messenger and
dispensation in coming months and years.
We encourage you who are daring enough to move into your own Christhood and
Buddhahood to take those teachings that have already been presented through Meru University,
translate them and bring them to this people. This is the sacred work, blessed hearts, that you can
accomplish! Much has already been revealed that you know not of, but which when you read it,
study it and assimilate it will help you greatly in accomplishing the ends of your victory in this
life and the victory of your children and your children’s children!
This is a great foundation of light! There are over 2400 heartstreams already released in
the English language! Think of what this can mean as a library of light for you when these are
translated into your native tongue and studied week by week in seminars and regular study
sessions! Truly, blessed ones, it is already a miracle what has been released in six years in this
dispensation. And yet, there is much more to come. As you begin to broadcast in your own
native tongue, many of these teachings can be released. And you should make arrangements as
soon as possible with the central Hearts Center to see how you may even consider broadcasting
over the Internet, daily, these teachings.
There is no limit to what you together can accomplish when, as one heart focused, you
are determined to bring forth the truth, to liberate humanity, to teach them, to enlighten them and
to bring them the highest teachings that we in this hour present through this dispensation. Yes,
there are other teachings. And there are other masters living upon Earth who are bringing forth
great truths, dearest hearts, but this is the one that we place before you in this hour that you may
study, that is present and available and simply requires your assent, your okay, your affirmation
to bring it into practical application in your nation and unto your people.
The Lords of Karma now witness the final adjustment and recalibration of all that is
taking place in South America in this hour on this great sun-day of light. And the new matrix is
locked in place in this hour. Note the time, the space and the place. And even some of your more
advanced cosmologists, solar scientists, geophysicists and astrologers will be amazed to see
various shifts within the world that you know in coming days as this entire recalibration is
fulfilled in form.
Now, blessed hearts, I seal each and every one of you with a blue fire-white fire sun over
your crown chakra. This is a blessing and a grace for you in your ongoing studies. This blue firewhite fire sun is representative of my home star of Sirius. It is a matrix, an energy field that will
allow greater light to flow from your Solar Presence through your crown chakra and into your
entire auric field and four lower bodies. You may visualize this blue fire-white fire sun that even
your own Lanello spoke of in a sacred meditation years ago and utilize it as a spiritual science
for the evolving of your spirit to a new level of divine adeptship.
This dispensation is reserved for those in this room, sanctified and sealed by your

oneness, your harmony and the love that you have shared and will continue to share. You see,
blessed hearts, some dispensations are only for those physically present who make the long trek.
And therefore, the trek upward to your own God-attainment has been worth the inconvenience,
as Morya has said. Is it so? [Audience responds, "Yes!"] Let your light shine, let the Sun
Presence of your God-reality glow and may all of this land know the new saints of the Spirit who
are born because they have borne that light within their being this day.
I thank you for your attention and for the continuing attention upon your Presence that
you will focus with great God-joy every day to come for the rest of your life unto your eternal
and immortal freedom.
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